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Abstract

Enhancement in the third-order nonlinearity vð3Þ, nonlinear absorption and optical limiting threshold with the in-

troduction of charge transfer (CT) states are observed in a new class of azoarene phosphorus (V) porphyrins. Intro-

duction of axial azoarene groups into the phosphorus porphyrin structure led to a rise in the measured hci values. Faster
intersystem crossing from CT states to triplet and excited state absorption from the triplet states contribute to the

enhancement of nonlinear absorption thereby reducing the optical limiting threshold by a factor of 2.
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1. Introduction

Optical limiting devices are currently of interest

for protecting sensors and eyes from high inten-

sity laser light. An ideal limiter exhibits a linear

transmission below threshold, and a constant

transmission above threshold. The optical limiting

devices rely on one or more of the nonlinear op-

tical mechanisms: excited state absorption (ESA),
two-photon absorption (TPA), free-carrier ab-

sorption, nonlinear refraction, induced scattering

and photorefraction [1]. Out of these, ESA and

TPA mechanisms can provide a response resem-

bling that of an ideal optical limiter. The archi-

tectural aspect and the high p electron density of
porphyrins, resulting in an extended electron de-

localization is relevant to nonlinear optics in de-

veloping materials with optimum nonlinearity and

response times. Indeed, covalently or noncova-

lently bound porphyrin-acceptor/donor conjugates

can be used in the fabrication of molecular elec-

tronic/optical devices [2]. In these kind of mole-

cules, a variety of excited state processes including
enhanced internal conversion and intersystem

crossing (ISC), ion-association, excitation energy

transfer, photoinduced electron transfer are re-

ported to be operative [3]. Through proper sub-

stitution, these molecules can be conveniently

harnessed to enhance the third-order nonlinearity

and the limiting threshold compared to the simple,

unsubstituted metalloporphyrins. Here we report
our investigations on a new class of phosphorus
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(V) tetratolylporphyrins with axial azoarene sub-

units (AZT: azotoulene, AZB: azobenzene, AZN:

azo-nitrobenzene), in order to understand the

changes in their nonlinear optical properties with

the introduction of a charge transfer (CT) state,

just below the first singlet excited state [4].

2. Experimental

The samples were synthesized and purified ac-

cording to the reported procedures in the litera-

ture [3,4]. Each sample is subjected to a column

chromatographic purification process prior to the
measurements. In all experiments, sample solu-

tions are taken in 1-mm quartz cuvettes. These

molecules show linear absorption features typical

of metalloporphyrins, the high energy B (Soret)

band and the low energy Q band(s) in addition to

the absorption band in UV (�350 nm) corre-

sponding to the axial azoarene chromophores. The

absorption spectra, molecular structure and fluo-
rescence properties of these porphyrins are dis-

cussed by Reddy and Maiya [4]. The compounds

remain stable even after exposure to laser pulses

for a long period of time. Frequency doubled

Nd:YAG laser with 6 ns and 25 ps pulse-widths

and 10 Hz repetition rate were used for the mea-

surement of vð3Þ. We employed standard backward

DFWM geometry [5]. Optical limiting studies are
performed using f/5 geometry with 60% linear

transmittance for all the samples and the peak

fluences used are approximately 70 J cm�2. Open

aperture Z-scan [6] studies were done by focusing 6

ns laser pulses on to the sample using a lens of 125

mm focal length and collecting the output effec-

tively onto a fast photodiode. The peak intensities

used in the Z-scan experiments are �500 MW
cm�2. These studies are performed at same con-

centration of �10�4 M corresponding to linear

absorbance of 0.3 at 532 nm and at same intensity

levels ensuring identical experimental conditions

for all the samples.

3. Results and discussion

The values of the effective microscopic sec-

ond hyperpolarizability hci with 25 ps pulses

for [(TTP)PV(AZB)2]
þ, [(TTP)PV(AZT)2]

þ, and

[(TTP)PV(AZN)2]
þ are (1:6� 0:2), (3:1� 0:2) and

ð4:0 � 0:3Þ 	 10�30 esu respectively. The value of

hci with 6 ns pulses for these molecules are

(150� 15), (123� 10) and (253� 20Þ 	 10�28 esu

respectively. The second hyperpolarizability of
these molecules is higher than that of [(TTP)PV-

(OH)2]
þ without azoarene subunits, by one order

in ps regime and by two orders in the ns regime [7].

This clearly indicates that the introduction of

electron donating azoarene groups into the phos-

phorus porphyrin structure leads to a rise in the

measured hci values. These findings are consistent
with the fact that greater polarization emanating
from electron donation/withdrawal enhances hci
[8]. The ratio of the signals for the conjugate beam

in nanosecond DFWM experiment for parallel and

perpendicular probe polarizations dropped down

by just about 1/3, indicating that the nonlinearity

is predominantly electronic in origin. The large

value of hci in ns regime compared to the ps regime
comes from the long-lived and excited triplet states
in addition to the excited singlet states.

The optical limiting curves for these molecules

with 6 ns pulses are shown in Fig. 1. Optical lim-

Fig. 1. Optical limiting curves of azoarene porphyrins at 60%

linear transmittance.
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iting curve for [(TTP)PV(OH)2]
þ without azoarene

subunit is also shown for comparison. The limiting

threshold (I1=2) was reduced from 3 J cm�2 in case

of [(TTP)PV(OH)2]
þ to 2, 1.5 and 1.3 J cm�2 in

case [(TTP)PV(AZT)2]
þ, [(TTP) PV(AZB)2]

þ and

[(TTP)PV(AZN)2]
þ respectively. Among the vari-

ous factors involved to explain improvement of

the hyperpolarizability and nonlinear absorption,

occurrence of ESA and photoinduced electron

transfer from azoarene donors require a special

mention. In these molecules the population from

the first singlet state S1 can relax to triplet T1 or

to ground state S0 via nonfluorescent CT state. In

order to investigate the phenomena leading to

enhanced limiting we obtained open aperture Z-

scan curves shown in Fig. 2 for these molecules

and theoretical fit has been made using the five

level model (Fig. 3). The fitting procedure followed

has been described in detail in one of our earlier
publications [9].

In these molecules CT states lie very close and

just below the first excited singlet state S1 . The

relaxation from S1 to CT (�5–10 ps) is fast com-
pared to few hundred picoseconds of ISC time

from S1 to T1. CT states in turn crossover to T1
state. The effective ISC rate from S1 to T1 thus is

higher for azoarene complexes than for the system
without CT states. This enhanced ISC has been

used for theoretical fit of the curves in Fig. 2. ESA

from S1 to higher excited singlet states Sn has

shown negligible contribution to the fits. Thus

ground state absorption S0 ! S1 (r0), ESA from

triplet T1 ! Tn (r2), and the enhanced ISC from

S1 to T1 due to CT states play major role towards

nonlinear absorption and optical limiting in these
molecules. For the theoretical fits, the lifetimes of

S1 and T1 states are taken as 4.2 ns and 20–30 ls
respectively through the data obtained from ns

flash photolysis. Lifetime of Sn and Tn states are

taken as 100 fs approximately. Fits are optimized

Fig. 2. Open aperture Z-scan curves of the azoarene porphy-

rins. Solid lines show the theoretical fit using five level model.

Intensity at focus is also shown.

Fig. 3. Energy level diagram for the phosphorus (V) azoarene

porphyrins.
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to obtain r1, r2 and sisc values using the rate

equations. The rate equations are solved numeri-

cally using Runge–Kutta fourth-order method [9].

The parameters leading to enhanced limiting per-

formance are found to be of larger r2 due to faster
ISC from the CT state to T1 and are shown in

Table 1. Theoretical analysis shows that the en-

hancement in the optical limiting performance and

nonlinear absorption is due to the contribution of

nonfluorescent CT state to increase the ISC to

triplet, in turn enhancing the ESA from T1 ! Tn.

4. Conclusions

Through azoarene substitution we could ob-

serve an enhancement in the value of hci by one
order of magnitude in the ps regime and by two

orders of magnitude in the ns regime. RSA has

increased considerably in ns regime and a slight

enhancement in the optical limiting performance
has been achieved for the investigated phosphorus

(V) porphyrins. This has been attributed to in-

crease in ISC rate from S1 to T1 due to the pres-

ence of CT states. These molecules having the CT

states from the axial ligands, can be easily doped

into polymers to increase the stability and hence

are promising materials for optical limiting pur-

poses.
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Table 1

Inter system crossing times and ratio of ESA to ground state

absorption

Porphyrin r2=r0 sisc (ps)

[(TTP)PV(AZB)2]
þ 4.76 750

[(TTP)PV(AZT)2]
þ 8.44 620

[(TTP)PV(AZN)2]
þ 9.27 500
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